FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ACTION ALERT

AMERICAN HEALTH CARE ACT
‘Marxist Gibberish and Trash’

3/25/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

The American Resistance Party stands 100% against the current Marxist Socialized Medicine called OBAMACARE (SoetoroCare). Likewise the American Resistance Party is 100% against yesterday’s so-called Marxist medicinal plan called RINOCare (aka Trump-RyanCare) (aka American Health Care Act).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=POnTWU0O1ZY

The American Resistance Party demands that Trump and the Republican Congress do what they pledged to do and actually REPEAL OBAMACARE. This would be the only correct course of action. The American Health Care Act is nothing more than more Marxist gibberish and trash. There is nothing in this legislation that is constitutional or of good report. Continue to RESIST!
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